
NASA uses a DC-8 as a flying science laboratory.
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Charles Lindbergh

“Flying has torn apart the relationship of space and time;
it uses our old clock but with new yardsticks.” 
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Howard R. Hughes Jr., son of a Texas oilman, was 
born in 1905. Young Hughes learned to fly at age 14. 
He quickly became a skilled pilot. When his father died,
Howard Jr. inherited the family business, Hughes Toolco. 
He was a millionaire before he was out of his teens. He soon
expanded Toolco to include a division called Hughes Aircraft.

He also gained fame as a pilot, setting many records for
speed and distance. 

In 1939 Hughes became the principal stockholder of
Transcontinental and Western Air (TWA—later known as 
Trans World Airlines). A stockholder is a person who owns
shares of a public company. This gave Hughes a voice 
in running the airline. 

TWA had a fleet of state-of-the-art Boeings. They attracted
attention—and passengers. They could fly coast to coast in
14 hours. But that wasn’t fast enough for Hughes. He wanted
a new type of plane.

172

When Howard Hughes
needed a new plane 
for TWA, why did he
turn to Lockheed?
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THE LOCKHEED CONSTELLATION, WITH ITS TRIPLE-FIN TAIL

Courtesy of the EAA/Jim Koepnick
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But TWA couldn’t build it. New antitrust laws—laws intended
to prevent concentrations of power in business—now kept
TWA and other airlines from building their own planes.
Hughes had to look elsewhere. He turned to Lockheed, 
a company he’d worked with before.

Hughes told the designers that he wanted a really fast
passenger plane. So they chose a different type of engine, 
an 18-cylinder Wright R-3350. The plane’s propellers were
more than 15 feet in diameter. To enable the props to clear
the ground, the plane needed very tall landing-gear struts, 
or braces. For better control, the plane needed a large tail
surface. That led to a distinctive triple-fin tail design.

Hughes demanded that his new plane be built under strict secrecy. He got 
his wish until World War II. At that point, the government took over commercial
planes for wartime service. The secret project was out in the open.

The new plane was the L-049 Constellation. Although designed for passengers, 
it was first used as a military plane (the Lockheed C-69 Constellation). The L-049
flew faster than the fighter planes of its day. 

When the Constellation was ready for a test
flight in 1944, Hughes was at the controls. 
The new plane, painted in TWA’s distinctive
red, flew nonstop across the country in less
than seven hours. Hughes broke his own 
speed record with that flight.

TWA wasn’t ready to offer regular nonstop 
cross-country service. But the Constellation
cut about eight hours off the trip from coast 
to coast. 

The Constellation and its counterparts from
Douglas Aircraft, the DC-6 and DC-7, were 
the stars of air travel during the 1940s and 
1950s. They were the fastest, safest, and most
comfortable propeller-driven airliners ever built.
Until the passenger jet came along in the late
1950s, they were the highpoint of air travel. 
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HOWARD HUGHES AND JACK FRYE

Howard Hughes (left) and TWA’s 
Jack Frye (right, rear) after setting 
a speed record in the Lockheed 
Constellation

Courtesy of the Hulton Archive/Getty Images
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Flight Paths

Howard Hughes—Moviemaker and Aviator 
Howard Hughes Jr. (1905–1976) learned to fly in his early teens. But before earning
fame in aviation, he was a well-known movie director and producer. One of his movies
was a World War I epic called “Hell’s Angels.” He wrote and directed it himself.
Filming began in 1928. He got 87 combat planes together and directed combat scenes
in the skies over Mines Field. (The Los Angeles International Airport is there now.)

Years later, Hughes made another war movie, “Jet Pilot,” starring John Wayne.
Hughes started filming in 1949 but didn’t release the movie until 1957. He kept
tinkering with the combat scenes to get them just right. This was long before the days
of computer-generated special effects. He needed real planes for his action scenes. 

The Air Force was grateful for Hughes’s pioneering work in aviation. So it let him
use military planes.

Hughes’s movie included a scene with superstar pilot Chuck Yeager at the controls
of a Sabre jet. It also showed Northrop’s XF-89 Scorpion prototype which appeared
as a Russian fighter plane.

But Hughes is better known for another case of cooperation with the US armed forces.
In 1942 German submarines were sinking US troop transports. Shipbuilder Henry
Kaiser had an idea—why not build a fleet of flying boats? They would be made 
of wood because of a wartime shortage of metal. 

Key Developments in Commercial Aircraft 

As you read in Chapter 4, air power helped the Allies win World War II. The war also
exposed millions of Americans to aviation, often for the first time. More than 2 million
Americans worked in the aircraft industry in the 1940s. More than 16 million served
in uniform and saw air power firsthand. Hundreds of thousands of them flew for the
first time during the war.

After the war, interest in aviation was keen. People who wanted to start airlines could
buy military-surplus planes at bargain prices. Many people wanted to work in the field.
Many more now saw air travel as a great way to get across a vast country. Americans
were ready to fly.
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When Kaiser got an $18 million government contract, Hughes signed on. 
The partnership didn’t last long. Things didn’t move fast enough for Kaiser. 
And so he pulled out. 

Hughes renamed the aircraft the H-4 Hercules. But most people called it the 
“Spruce Goose” because of its wooden frame. Hughes hated the nickname. 
For one reason, the H-4 was made of birch, not spruce. He also thought 
the nickname belittled a good design and the workers who’d built it.

The H-4 was eventually the world’s
largest flying boat. Hughes flew it
once for 60 seconds. It never flew
again. It still holds the record for
the largest wingspan in aviation
history: 319 feet, 11 inches. 

As time passed, Hughes became
more and more isolated and
eccentric. Some people think 
he may have been mentally ill. 
The man who was once a public
figure lived his final years 
in seclusion.

The war did more for aviation than just make people aware of it. It also
spurred many technical advances. New kinds of planes came into use. 
New airports appeared around the world. Weather forecasting got better.
Navigation aids improved. These things made flying safer. Better fuel—
100-octane aviation gas—gave aircraft engines more power. This meant
planes could carry heavier loads and fly farther.

Radar, which helped the British keep an eye out for German bombers
during the war, came into use in civil aviation, making air travel safer. 
And pressurized cabins—cabins with normal air pressure even at high altitudes—
made air travel more comfortable.

THE H-4 HERCULES, OR “SPRUCE GOOSE”

Courtesy of AP Photo
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Pressurized Cabins

No matter how strong or large their planes, people who flew in the early days
had one big problem: flying could literally make you sick. One reason was 
that there wasn’t enough oxygen in the cabins. 

The higher you go above sea level, the less oxygen is in the air. Mountain
climbers deal with this problem all the time. If planes flew much higher than
10,000 feet in the early days, people on board got dizzy. Some even fainted. 

One solution might be to fly low. But below 10,000 feet, planes often hit
rough weather. That led to airsickness—motion sickness associated with flying.
Airlines knew if they could make passengers more comfortable, more people
would want to fly.

The big breakthrough was the Boeing 307B Stratoliner. It made its first flight 
8 July 1940. It had a pressurized cabin. As the plane rose, air was pumped into
the cabin. Even well above 10,000 feet, air pressure inside the cabin was the
same as it is on the ground. 

The 33-seat Stratoliner could fly at an altitude of up to 20,000 feet. It reached
speeds as great as 200 miles per hour.

BOEING 307 STRATOLINER

The Boeing 307 Stratoliner took air travel comfort to new heights.

Courtesy of the National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution 
(SI Neg. No. SI-2007-4592)



Important Commercial
Aircraft 

The DC-3 (See Chapter 3, Lesson 3)
was the most widely used aircraft 
right after the war. But before long 
the airlines wanted to fly longer
routes. They also wanted to carry
heavier traffic. They turned to the
civilian versions of two planes that
first saw service in the war.

The four-engine Douglas DC-4 was 
the civilian version of the C-54. 
And as you read earlier, the Lockheed
Constellation started out as the C-69. 

The Constellation had a pressurized
cabin, so it could fly higher. It could
also fly about 100 miles an hour faster
than the DC-4. But the DC-4 won 
the first round of competition between
the two. One reason is that DC-4s
were easier to come by. More than
1,000 of them were built during 
the war. Soon almost every airline 
was flying DC-4s. 

But when the supply of surplus DC-4s
ran out, the Constellation became 
the top seller.

Meanwhile, Douglas and Lockheed
kept developing bigger and better
planes. Douglas had the DC-6, the
DC-6B, DC-7, DC-7B, and DC-7C. 
The DC-7C was known as the “Seven
Seas” because of its great range.

DC-4

DC-4s such as this one were in great
demand right after World War II.

Courtesy of the Lake County Museum/Corbis

DOUGLAS DC-7C

Courtesy of Boeing
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Not to be outdone, Lockheed developed
the Super Constellation and the Starliner.
These planes eventually had 100 seats.
They flew at around 300 mph. They
could cross the country nonstop in nine
hours or less. They could also fly from
New York to London.

By 1947 airlines flying shorter routes
could choose between the Martin 2-0-2
and the Convair 240. These planes 
were faster than the DC-3. They were
pressurized. They offered the same
passenger comforts as the DC-6 and
Constellation did.

Another development at this period 
was the rise of all-cargo airlines—airlines
that carried freight, not passengers. Like
early passenger planes, the first all-cargo
planes were developed for the military.
They included C-47s and C-69s. 

LOCKHEED STARLINER

Courtesy of R.M. Petersen

CONVAIR 240

Courtesy of Bettmann/Corbis
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LOCKHEED SUPER CONSTELLATION

Courtesy of Bettmann/Corbis

MARTIN 2-0-2

Courtesy of Thomas D. Mcavoy/Time Life Pictures/
Getty Images



Flight Paths

Donald Wills Douglas Sr.—
Aviation Pioneer 
Donald Wills Douglas Sr. (1892–1981) was born 
in Brooklyn, New York. He entered the US Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Maryland, at 17. He
spent much of his time there working on model
planes. His family and professors thought this
interest would pass. But Douglas was hooked 
on planes. He left the academy before graduation
to look for work as an aeronautical engineer.

Douglas enrolled in the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He finished a four-year course 
in two years. The school offered him a job 
as assistant professor immediately.

After that, he lived in Connecticut, California, and Ohio. He served briefly as 
a civilian in the Army Signal Corps Aviation Section in Washington, D.C.

But Douglas’s goal was to make it on his own in the aircraft business. In March 1920
he returned to Los Angeles, with $600 and a family to support. He hoed potatoes
and washed cars to provide for his family. 

And then he got his first aircraft order. 
It was from millionaire sportsman David 
R. Davis. They got together and formed
the Davis-Douglas Co. The company built
the Cloudster. It was the first aircraft to lift 
a useful load exceeding its own weight.

Davis soon lost interest in the company.
He sold out to Douglas, who incorporated
the Douglas Company in July 1921.
Douglas landed his own Navy contract—
to build torpedo bombers, starting with 
the DT-1. By 1928, the company was worth
$25 million.

Douglas kept going through the Great
Depression by building military aircraft. Soon after, he started building his famous
airliners. By 1940 sales of DC-2 and DC-3 aircraft reached nearly $61 million.

Douglas remained president of his company until 1957.

DONALD WILLS DOUGLAS SR.

Courtesy of Bettmann/Corbis
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DAVIS-DOUGLAS CLOUDSTER

Courtesy of Boeing
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Rigid Airships

Between the world wars, another kind of
aircraft had a moment of glory. This was the
rigid airship, or zeppelin. (Airships were a type
of lighter-than-air flying machine you read
about in Chapter 1.)

The German maker Zeppelin was the most
successful builder of airships. The Germans 
used them during World War I. At the end 
of the war, they had to surrender their airship 
fleet to the Allies. According to terms of 
the Treaty of Versailles, the Germans could 
no longer build military aircraft. 

But by 1926 the Germans could once more build zeppelins. One of them, the Graf Zeppelin, 
flew more than a million miles, made 590 flights, and carried more than 13,000 passengers
before it was retired.

But the most famous zeppelin was the Hindenburg. It was the largest and most luxurious airship
ever built. It made 10 round trips between Germany and the United States. But on 6 May 1937,
as it prepared to land in New Jersey, it exploded, crashed, and burned. Thirty-five passengers
and crew members died. They were the first fatalities in scheduled airship operations. 

The US Navy also flew airships. In 1923 it built the Shenandoah. It was a flying public relations
machine. It flew around the country visiting air shows and county fairs. 

On 3 September 1925, however, the Shenandoah
was caught in a storm over southern Ohio. It broke
up. Part of the airship landed in a cornfield. Lt Cmdr
Charles E. Rosendahl brought the nose section to 
a safe landing. But 14 of the 43 crew members died.

Later, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company won 
a contract to build zeppelins in the United States. 
It built two airships for the Navy—the Akron and 
the Macon. 

Both met with disaster. The Akron crashed off 
the New Jersey coast in 1933, killing 73. The Macon
plunged into the Pacific Ocean in 1935. Fortunately,
Navy ships nearby saved all but two of the 83 
on board.

After these accidents, the United States lost interest
in airships. The Hindenburg disaster marked the 
end of efforts to use airships for commercial travel.

USS SSHHEENNAANNDDOOAAHH

USS Shenandoah flying over the 
New York City area around 1923

Courtesy of the US Navy Historical Center

THE CRASH OF THE HHIINNDDEENNBBUURRGG

Courtesy of Arthur Cofod/Pictures Inc./
Time Life Pictures/Getty Images
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Key Developments in Commercial Flight Use 

Many features of air travel today had their roots in these early years. Among them
were flight attendants, frequent-flier discount programs, travel credit cards, and
airline agents who could reissue tickets after a missed connection or a delayed flight.
The airlines even offered a telephone reservation service. 

Growth of Commercial Flight Use

The 1930s were a time of enormous growth in passenger air travel. The number of
air passengers in the United States rose from 474,000 in 1932 to 1,176,858 in 1938.
The number of air-passenger miles increased 600 percent between 1936 and 1941.
The DC-3 was responsible for much of this growth. Still, long-distance travel was
mostly by rail.

TWA began the first cross-country passenger air service between New York and 
Los Angeles on 25 October 1930. 

The first regular passenger and airmail service across the Atlantic began 20 May 1939.
But as you read earlier, that was seaplane service—Pan American’s “flying boats.”

In October 1945 an American Airlines plane took off from New York and touched
down at Hurn Airfield in England. This was the first commercial flight by a land-
based plane from North America to Europe. 

Development of Federal Regulation of Commercial Flight

In 1938 a new federal agency, the Civil Aeronautics Authority, took charge of civil
aviation. It set airfares. It also set airlines’ routes. 

In 1940 President Franklin Roosevelt split this agency in two. Both new agencies
were part of the Department of Commerce. 

Roosevelt put one new agency, the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) in charge 
of air traffic control—the ground-based system for keeping aircraft safely separated from
one another. The CAA licensed pilots and planes. It enforced safety rules. It also 
developed airways, the routes that planes must follow through the sky. 

Eventually CAA air traffic controllers would take over responsibility for takeoffs and
landings at airports. After the war, radar helped CAA controllers keep up with the
airline boom. In 1946 Congress gave the CAA the task of promoting development 
of the nation’s civil airports.

The second agency, the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) made safety rules. When an
accident occurred, the CAB tried to find out what happened. The CAB also regulated
airlines as businesses.



Key Contributors to the Expansion of Commercial Flight

Aviation progressed during this period because leaders of the major airlines were
competing with each other for passengers. The companies’ executives demanded
more and more of aircraft manufacturers. This led to more competition among
manufacturers vying with one another for contracts.

Major Commercial Airlines 

Four airlines dominated this period—American, Eastern, TWA, and United.

American Airlines 

American Airlines grew from several companies launched in the 1920s to fly 
airmail. These companies joined to form the Aviation Corporation. AVCO, 
as it was called, quickly bought several small airlines.

In 1930, to streamline its operation, the company’s board of directors voted to 
form a new company, American Airways. In 1934 the company’s name became
American Airlines.

The company’s new president, Cyrus R. Smith, wanted a new plane to match his 
vision. American flew 18-passenger Curtiss Condors at that time. Smith wanted
something bigger. He worked out a deal with Douglas Aircraft to build 20 DC-3s.
The DC-3 became one of the most successful aircraft ever built. By 1939 American
was flying more passenger miles than any other domestic airline.

Smith retired in 1968. He was a true pioneer of commercial flight. 

Eastern Air Transport 

Clement Keys, a former editor at The Wall Street Journal,
promoted commercial aviation in the 1920s and 1930s. 
He eventually bought a small Philadelphia airline called
Pitcairn Aviation. 

Pitcairn became Eastern Air Transport on 17 January 1930.
It served Boston, Atlanta, and Miami. It soon reached
Richmond, Virginia. Eastern specialized in the East Coast. 
Its “Great Silver Fleet” connected the big cities of the
Northeast with Florida vacation spots.

CLEMENT KEYS

Clement Keys helped launch two of the 
“big four” airlines in the United States.

Courtesy of the National Air and Space Museum,
Smithsonian Institution (SI Neg. No. SI-2004-51803)
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Eddie Rickenbacker, the World War I ace,
was Eastern’s general manager. Later he
and some associates bought the airline
from Keys and his investors. 

Transcontinental and 
Western Air Inc. (TWA)

TWA, like Eastern, had a connection with
Clement Keys. Also like other major airlines,
TWA started out carrying mail. Keys and
other investors launched Transcontinental
Air Transport (TAT) in 1928 to carry mail.
But he thought the time was right for 
air-passenger travel. He offered a coast-
to-coast service combining air and rail.
Passengers rode in Pullman sleepers at
night. By day, they flew in Ford Trimotors.
But even with the support of Charles
Lindbergh, the service lost money.

TAT merged with Western Air Express 
in July 1930 to form Transcontinental and
Western Air, Inc. (TWA). TWA received its
first mail contract immediately. It began
coast-to-coast flights on 25 October 1930.
The planes made overnight stops in
Kansas City.
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EDDIE RICKENBACKER

World War I ace Eddie Rickenbacker
had a long career at Eastern Airlines.

Courtesy of the Library of Congress

FORD TRIMOTOR

Courtesy of Neil Rabinowitz/Corbis
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Like many other airlines, 
TWA attracted strong and
colorful personalities. Its first
director of operations was
William John Frye (1904–1959), 
a former Hollywood stunt flier. 

One day when Frye was 
a teenager, three Army Curtis
Jennies (See Chapter 3, Lesson 1)
made emergency landings near 
a pond where he was ice skating.
He forgot his skates to go help
the fliers. By the end of the day
he’d picked up pneumonia 
and a fascination with flight. 
He recovered from the first. 
The second stayed with him 
the rest of his life.

He became president of TWA 
at age 30. A licensed pilot, 
Frye kept TWA on the leading
edge of technical advances. 
He helped set the specifications
for the Douglas DC-1 and DC-2
as well as other planes. 

When Frye wanted 33 Boeing Stratoliners built in 1938, he convinced a quirky
millionaire named Howard Hughes to finance the deal. He later persuaded Hughes
to buy a controlling interest in TWA.

United Airlines 

United Airlines began as part of the United Aircraft and Transport Corporation. 
This was a partnership between Boeing Airplane Company and Pratt and Whitney,
the engine maker. United Airlines began as an operating division of the partnership
on 1 July 1931. It advertised itself as the “world’s largest air transport system.”

New antitrust legislation soon required Boeing to sell the company off. But United
remained important. On 30 March 1933 it introduced the Boeing 247 (See Chapter 3,
Lesson 3). Many people call this the world’s first modern passenger plane. Soon
United was flying coast to coast in a little less than 20 hours.

WILLIAM JOHN (JACK) FRYE (LEFT)

TWA president William John (Jack) Frye 
was a former stunt flier.

Courtesy of AP Photo



Other Developments in Commercial Airlines Operations
Transatlantic Service

From the time commercial aviation began, fliers dreamed of connecting North
America and Europe.

It was a real challenge. North Atlantic skies are often stormy. Natural stopping places
are few. Partly for that reason, some of the first transatlantic services crossed the
South Atlantic. These routes connected West Africa and South America.

British Imperial Airways and Pan American Airways tried out transatlantic service 
in 1936. Before then, the British hesitated to give Americans landing rights.

In June 1945 the CAB allowed three carriers to operate regular air service across 
the Atlantic. They were American Export, Pan Am, and TWA. 

That ended Pan Am’s role as the sole US carrier. It also led to a boom in air travel. 

Freight Airlines

In November 1910 a department store in Dayton, Ohio, shipped a bolt of silk 
by air to Columbus, Ohio—a distance of less than 100 miles. This was the first
practical demonstration of freight shipping by air. Even for short routes, air express
was already faster than the railroad.

But all-cargo airlines didn’t emerge until after World War II. Companies found it 
hard to get into the cargo business. Passenger airlines tried to keep them out of
airports. Passenger lines feared that freight carriers would upset the aviation industry
with cheap rates and irregular service. Through the 1940s passenger airlines, freight
carriers, and the government regulators struggled for a solution. They needed to find
a way to award contracts and set rates.

In August 1949 the CAB gave four all-freight airlines the go-ahead. They were Slick,
Flying Tiger, U.S. Airlines, and Airnews. Only Slick and Flying Tiger lasted through
the propeller era of aviation.

Freight airlines never grew as expected. They accounted for only a small share of air
cargo. The big four passenger carriers and other passenger lines continued to carry
freight. The passenger carriers had better facilities at airports and lower costs.

Not until 1973, when Fred Smith launched Federal Express, with a guarantee of
overnight delivery, did an all-freight carrier come into its own. 

Throughout the 1950s manufacturers worked on the jet aircraft that would eventually
replace planes such as the Lockheed Constellation. On 2 May 1952 the world’s first 

the first transatlantic commercial jet flight. On 10 December 1958 National Air Lines
began the first jet passenger service in the United States. The aircraft was a Boeing 707.
It flew between New York City and Miami, Florida.

The propeller era had ended. The jet age had begun.
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flight in London. On 4 October 1958 a British Comet IV with 31 passengers made 
jet airliner, the British-made De Havilland Comet, made its first public demonstration
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The Taylor E-2 Cub made its first flight on 
10 September 1930. This plane led to the famous
Piper Cub. It came out in 1938. The Piper Cub was one
of the world’s most popular general aviation planes. 
General aviation is all civil aviation other than flights
by scheduled airlines and government agencies.

During the early 1930s the US government tried to
get ordinary people to buy planes. It even came up
with a plan for a “poor man’s plane,” to sell for $700.
That would be about $10,000 in today’s dollars.

But manufacturers thought that price was too low.
The government’s idea fell through. 

In the 1940s general aviation was part of the war
effort. The Civil Air Patrol, begun in 1941, trained
men as military pilots. Manufacturers built small
planes for use in military training and as observation
aircraft.

After the war thousands of former military pilots
wanted to keep flying. So they bought small planes.
Thousands of other veterans learned to fly with
government help. 

Surplus aircraft were widely available after the war.
But manufacturers soon started bringing out new
planes as well. 

In 1946 Cessna Aircraft launched its C-120 and C-140.
Both planes were all-metal high-wing monoplanes.
Both were very successful. They led to the Cessna
150/152 and the Cessna 182.

Piper continued its Cub series with the PA-28 
Super Cub.

In 1947 Beech, the third of the “big three”
manufacturers, introduced the Bonanza. It was an 
all-metal low-wing craft with retractable landing 
gear. It could fly at 200 mph, at night, and in all 
kinds of weather. 

The Bonanza was as close as the public could get 
to a “fighter” plane. Beech had 500 orders for the
Bonanza before the plane made its first flight.

PIPER CUB

Courtesy of Bettmann/Corbis

CESSNA 140

Courtesy of the EAA/Jim Koepnick

BEECHCRAFT 35 BONANZA

Courtesy of the National Air and Space
Museum, Smithsonian Institution 
(SI Neg. No. 75-1021-55)

Developments in General Aviation
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CHECKPOINTS

Lesson 1 Review 
Using complete sentences, answer the following questions 
on a sheet of paper.

1. Why did the Air Force give Howard Hughes help with his movie
“Jet Pilot”?

2. Why did Hughes hate the nickname “Spruce Goose”?

3. How did pressurized cabins make it easier for people wanting 
to fly?

4. Why did the DC-4 win the first round of competition against 
the Constellation?

5. What was the Cloudster’s claim to fame?

6. Why did the United States lose interest in zeppelins?

7. Which four airlines dominated the postwar propeller era?

8. What coast-to-coast service did TAT offer unsuccessfully?

9. Why was it a challenge for early fliers to cross the North Atlantic
Ocean at first?

10. Why did freight airlines not grow as expected?

Applying Your Learning 

11. How did World War II make Americans more aware of aviation? 
How might things have been different had there been no war?
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The jet engine is the technology that shrank the world.
Jets fly faster and higher than propeller planes. That cuts
down travel time and brings distant places closer. 

And 1958 was the year of the commercial jet. In that year
US airlines introduced jet service on both overseas and
domestic flights.

Jet engines developed through the 1930s and 1940s. 
World War II and the Korean War saw the deployment 
of military jets. But commercial airlines took their time 
in adopting the new technology. 

Why hesitate? Because jet engines were very different from
the engines in propeller aircraft. These differences made 
jets an expensive investment. Jet engines burned much hotter
than the engines in propeller aircraft. So they had to be made 
of alloys. An alloy is a combination of different metals—
or of metal and nonmetal— fused for strength, resistance 
to corrosion, or other desired qualities. Alloys cost more 
than single metals. 

Jet engines also used more fuel. Planes with jet engines 
had higher takeoff speeds. So they needed longer runways.

In view of these differences, airlines understandably took 
a wait-and-see attitude toward the new technology.

But Juan Trippe, chief executive of Pan American Airways,
didn’t want to wait. He’d already pioneered transoceanic air
service with the “flying boats” known as Pan Am Clippers.

Trippe wanted to see Pan Am fly nonstop across the oceans.
Some people thought that Comet jets would achieve this
goal. A British manufacturer, De Havilland, built the Comet.
But after a couple of crashes, the Comet’s promise faded. 
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Why were commercial
airlines slow to start
using jet aircraft?

Quick Write

• the significance 
of the development
of the jet engine 

• key developments 
in the commercial
flight industry

• pros and cons 
of commercial flight
travel for passengers
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Who would now take the lead? Trippe decided to play
Douglas and Boeing off against each other. These companies
were two of America’s largest airplane manufacturers. 
They competed for Pan Am’s business. Douglas offered 
the DC-8 and Boeing the 707.

In October 1955 Pan Am signed on to buy 20 of the 707 
jets and 25 of the DC-8s.

Two years later, Boeing rolled out its first 707. And on 
26 October 1958 Pan American introduced jet service 
from New York to London, with a stop in Newfoundland.

The first flight had 111 passengers. That was more people
than had ever boarded a single regularly scheduled flight.

The fare was about the same as for a propeller plane: 
$272. It sounds like a good deal, but in 2007 dollars, 
that ticket would cost about $1,500.

The new service was a huge success. Several other airlines quickly adopted 
the 707. Pan Am continued to forge ahead. Within a year, it was able 
to get rid of the Newfoundland layover. It introduced nonstop service 
on Boeing 707-320s. Pan Am set the standard for the industry. 

The era of passenger jet travel had a slow start. But once it took off, 
it soared. Around the world, airlines moved quickly to replace propeller 
planes with jets.
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• alloy
• metal fatigue
• turbine engine
• reciprocating engine
• propulsion
• weight
• tri-jet
• consortium
• configuration
• jet lag
• free market

Vocabulary B

DE HAVILLAND COMET

Courtesy of AP Photo
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Flight Paths

Juan Trippe—Pan Am’s Pioneering Chief
Juan Terry Trippe (1899–1981) was the founder and longtime chief executive
of Pan American Airways.

Trippe was born in Sea Bright, New Jersey. His ancestors were English
seafarers who came to Maryland in the 17th century.

While in his 20s, Trippe used some inherited money to launch Long Island
Airways in New York. That venture failed. He tried again. This time 
he invested in Colonial Air. It flew mail routes between New York City 
and Boston.

But Trippe had bigger things in mind. He wanted to develop air routes 
in the Caribbean and South America. In 1927 he launched Pan Am. 
Under his leadership, it became the largest and most successful 
international airline in the world. 

Trippe understood that success 
in the airline business meant knowing 
both economics and politics. So he reached
out to aircraft builders and politicians 
as well as the public.

Trippe greatly improved Pan Am’s
passenger service. He helped develop 
new aircraft, from the Boeing 707s 
and DC-8s to the 747. He was president 
of the airline until 1968.

JUAN TRIPPE

Juan Trippe, 
founder of Pan Am

Courtesy of the Library of Congress
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The Significance of the Development of the Jet Engine

A Greek named Hero of Alexandria invented
a type of jet engine around 100 BC.

But the history of modern jet engines begins
with Frank Whittle. An engineer, he was also
an officer in the British Royal Air Force. 

On 16 January 1930 Whittle got a patent 
for his design of a jet aircraft engine. This
gave the British a head start in jet aircraft.
They kept the lead for a number of years. 

In September 1941 the US Army Air 
Forces decided to build their own version 
of Whittle’s engine. On 1 October 1942
Robert Stanley made the first flight of 
the Bell XP 59-A Airacomet, at Muroc,
California. It had General Electric engines
based on Whittle’s design. 

On 2 May 1952 the British Overseas 
Airways Corporation started the first regular
jet airline service. It flew De Havilland
Comets between London and Johannesburg,
South Africa. 

The Comet transformed air travel. It flew at 500 mph. It soared at altitudes 
of up to 30,000 feet. 

But in 1954 two Comets had fatal accidents. Structural failure was the cause.
Aircraft flying at high speeds and high altitudes are subject to enormous stress 
and pressure. This can lead to metal fatigue—a slow weakening of strength in
metal caused by repeated deformation, vibration, or other stress. It’s like what
happens when you bend a paper clip back and forth. Eventually it breaks. 

That’s what happened to the British jets. The two Comets couldn’t take the 
stress and pressure. They broke up in the air. The accidents were setbacks for
British aviation. But manufacturers learned a lot from them. The result was 
much safer aircraft. 

AEOLIPILE

About 100 BC, Hero of Alexandria
developed this simple engine
called an aeolipile.

Courtesy of DK Images
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FIGURE 2.1  SECTIONS AND PARTS OF A TURBOJET ENGINE SIMPLIFED

LOW HIGH
COMPRESSORS

TURBINES

Air inlet or 
intake section

Rotors

Compressor section Burner section Exhaust section

Turbine section

Stators Fuel Igniter

How the Jet Engine Works

The word turbine means “whirl” or “spinning top.” A turbine engine, or jet 
engine, is an engine driven by a moving fluid, such as water, steam, or air, that 
pushes against blades or paddles attached to a central shaft.

Hot flowing gases power the turbine engines in aircraft. Some turbine engines 
connect to propellers.

The materials and engineering that go into a jet engine are complex. But the 
operation of a jet engine is simple. 

A jet engine takes in air and accelerates it to extremely high speeds through an 
exhaust nozzle. The fast-moving air pushes the plane forward. This is the thrust 
force generated by the engine.

Jet engines have rotating parts. These parts can spin at tens of thousands of 
revolutions per minute.

A jet’s spinning motions make it different from a reciprocating engine——
an engine that goes back and forth. Most of the aircraft you’ve read about so far 
had reciprocating internal-combustion engines. 
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Propulsion is a driving or propelling force. There are two basic types of jet propulsion:
turboprop and pure jet. Both use a gas turbine engine. In a turboprop, the gas
turbine is connected to a propeller. The jet exhaust provides some thrust, but the
propeller provides most of it. In a pure jet, all the thrust comes from the jet exhaust. 

All turbine engines have five basic parts: the inlet, the compressor, the burner
(combustor), the turbine, and the exhaust (nozzle). 

The Significance of the Jet Engine

Turbine engines have many advantages over reciprocating engines. Turbine engines
can fly higher and faster. They vibrate less because their parts spin, rather than slide
back and forth. Cooling a turbine engine is easier because it takes in so much air.

But the biggest advantage of turbine engines is that they produce more thrust per
pound of engine weight than reciprocating engines do. As a result, turbine engines
can carry heavier loads. 

Aeronautics has a special definition of weight.
That definition relates to the basic forces 
of flight. Weight is the force that directly
opposes lift. 

Aviators always have to think about weight.
It’s possible to load an aircraft with so many
passengers and so much baggage that it 
can’t take off. The more weight an engine
can lift, the better.

Developments in Jet Aircraft

By the mid-1950s Boeing had been 
building military jets for years. That
experience helped Boeing build the 707.
Once again, civil aviation benefited from
lessons learned building military aircraft.

The 707—Pan Am’s choice for its new
transatlantic service in 1958—soon 
became the standard long-range jet. 
But airlines had other options: the 
DC-8 and the Convair 880 and 890.

BOEING 707

Pan Am used the 707 to introduce
jet service across the Atlantic Ocean.

Courtesy of Bettmann/Corbis

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS DC-8

NASA uses a DC-8 as a flying 
science laboratory.

Courtesy of NASA
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Jets Get Smaller

Soon manufacturers started building smaller
jets. These smaller jets worked well for short
hauls. For example, in 1959 Air France put 
a new jet—the Caravelle I—into service. 
The French company Sud-Est Aviation built
it. The Caravelle had an engine on each 
side of the rear fuselage. It was the first
short-haul jet. It carried up to 90 passengers.

Only one US carrier, United Airlines, flew 
the Caravelle. But the French aircraft had 
a big influence on American manufacturers.
Soon they, too, started building smaller jets.
They wanted to offer the benefits of jet speed,
altitude, and comfort on shorter routes. 

In February 1963 Boeing introduced the 727.
It was versatile, but noisy. Boeing produced
more than 1,700 of these tri-jet aircraft. 
A tri-jet is an aircraft with three engines. The
727 was good for smaller airports with shorter
runways and fewer passengers. It is the most
successful jet ever built. 

Douglas introduced its short-haul jet, 
the DC-9, in 1965. The company merged
with McDonnell Aircraft Corp. in 1967,
forming McDonnell Douglas.

Jumbo Jets 

In April 1966 Boeing announced plans for
the wide-body 747. It made its first flight in
1969. Airlines started flying it the next year.

The 747 carried hundreds of passengers. 
It dwarfed the 707. The aisle of the 747’s
economy-class section alone was longer 
than the Wright brothers’ historic 1903
flight. The 747 was luxurious. Some models
even had an upstairs cocktail lounge. 

Airlines still fly 747s. Even people who 
don’t know much about aircraft can spot 
a 747. It has a distinctive bump on the 
top of its fuselage. 
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BOEING 727

Boeing introduced the 727 in 1963.

Courtesy of AP Photo

CARAVELLE I

The Caravelle I was the first 
short-haul jet.

Courtesy of AP Photo

BOEING 747

The Boeing 747 entered 
commercial service in 1970.

Courtesy of Wally Fong/AP Photo
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Lockheed and McDonnell Douglas were not far behind Boeing. They announced
plans for jumbo jets in 1966. Both companies rolled out their new planes in 1970.
The McDonnell Douglas DC-10 came out in August. The Lockheed L-1011 followed
in November. Both aircraft can carry as many as 350 passengers. They can fly
nonstop up to 4,000 miles.

Like the Boeing 747, the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 and the Lockheed L-1011 
are still in use. 

A Global Industry

Until 1978 American manufacturers dominated the global aircraft industry. 
US manufacturers had 85 percent of the world market at that time.

But other countries soon started to catch up. US manufacturers felt heat from Airbus
Industrie, a European consortium working on an aircraft called the A-310 advanced 
technology transport. A consortium is an association of companies for some specific
purpose. 

American manufacturers responded to this competitive threat. They came up 
with new products of their own. McDonnell-Douglas brought out its DC-9 Super 80.
Boeing developed its 757 and 767.  

Boeing and McDonnell Douglas merged in 1997. In 2001, Airbus became 
a single company. Today Boeing and Airbus are the world’s major competitors 
in aircraft manufacturing.
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MCDONNELL DOUGLAS DC-10
Courtesy of George Hall/Corbis
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Key Developments in the Commercial Flight Industry

As you have read, airlines didn’t switch to jet engines immediately. But once 
jets caught on, they caught on big.

The Transition From Propellers to Jets

Early jets had their greatest advantage for long flights. But by the early 1960s, 
airlines wanted to offer jet service on shorter flights, too.

At first it was difficult. But the newer jets were more reliable and efficient. They 
were quieter. That helped jets continue to squeeze propeller aircraft out of service.
Smaller jets soon competed with prop planes for business.

Taking its cue from the Caravelle, Boeing introduced the 727. With three engines, 
it was well suited to short- and medium-distance runs. It was available in several 
configurations—setups for specific purposes. This let Boeing serve customers with
many different needs.

The “big four” US airlines you read about in Lesson 1—American, Eastern, TWA, 
and United—introduced the 727 within four months of one another in 1964.
Douglas soon followed with its DC-9.

Soon “air travel” became synonymous with “jet travel.”

The Impact of the Jet Engine on the Commercial Flight Industry

Jet travel literally brought people around the world closer together. Friends 
on two continents could now keep in touch much more easily. Services such as
Eastern’s Air Shuttle, which required no reservations, let business people fly on 
the spur of the moment. They could make day trips between Boston, New York, 
and Washington. 

Jet travel let American students spend summers in Europe. Middle class families 
could cross the country over a long weekend to ski or surf or visit grandma.

Jet travel even brought a new term into the language: jet lag. Jet lag is fatigue and 
sleep disturbance as a result of crossing time zones on a jet.

The jet era brought changes to airports as well. They built longer, thicker runways.
Chicago’s O’Hare Airport introduced parallel runways. These let more than one
aircraft land or take off at a time. Passengers boarded their aircraft through enclosed
“jet bridges” instead of the old-fashioned passenger stairs. 

When airlines switched to jets they had to improve their maintenance standards. 
That meant better facilities on the ground and better-trained employees.
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Major Commercial Airlines Operating During This Period

The “big four” airlines—American, Eastern, TWA, and United—were still on the scene
as the jet era began. They competed for passengers with several other domestic carriers.

The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) controlled airline routes. It decided who could
enter a market; that is, which carriers could offer service between specific points. 

When an airline applied to serve a new market, the CAB gave carriers already flying
in that area a chance to review the application. Not surprisingly, the established
carriers often found a reason to turn down the applicant. They didn’t want more
competition. That made it hard for newcomers. 

The purpose of federal regulation was to ensure that the airlines operated efficiently
and with the greatest good for the greatest number. But regulation sometimes had
the opposite effect. It controlled airfares. As a result, many people thought it cost
more to fly than it should. They thought that regulation worked against free-market 
principles. A free market is one that operates on the basis of competition and is not
controlled by government.

When Jimmy Carter became US president in 1977, pressure for deregulation began
to build. Congress passed the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. This let airlines 
enter or leave markets and set fares as they saw fit.

Several things happened in response. First, airlines stopped serving many smaller cities
where they weren’t making money. The larger carriers shifted from “point-to-point”
routing to a “hub-and-spoke” system. Passengers now flew from their local airports 
to a “hub” city, perhaps changed planes, and then continued on. Travelers flying 
from Boston to Chicago, for example, might have to stop in Philadelphia.

Second, new airlines sprang up. Donald Burr founded People Express, for instance. 
It was a tight, “no frills” operation. His fares were almost as low as those on intercity
buses. For a few years, his business boomed.

As a result, fares dropped dramatically. Airlines made a lot of money. More people
flew. The number of air passengers peaked at 317 million in 1979.

Then some problems arose. Fuel costs skyrocketed. The US economy went into
recession. The airlines expanded faster than they could manage. They began to lose
money. The established carriers, with expensive union contracts, couldn’t compete
against newer carriers that paid their workers less. In 1981 US airlines had a net 
operating loss of $421 million. The number of passengers fell to 286 million. 
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A wave of airline bankruptcies followed over the next two decades. Two of the big
four, Eastern and TWA, failed. So did Pan Am. Continental, United, and US Airways
went bankrupt, too, but were able to reorganize and stay in business.

Analysts are still debating whether deregulation was a good idea. It certainly led 
to upheaval in the industry. Big airlines were hit worst. Passengers and small carriers
benefited the most. Passenger travel more than doubled from the 1979 level, to 
656 million people in 2006.

Airlines Share

American 15.6%

United 12.1%

Southwest 11.6%

Delta 11.5%

Continental 7.6%

Northwest 7.0%

US Airways 4.6%

JetBlue 3.9%

America West 3.9%

Alaska 2.6%

Other 19.6%

Airline Domestic Market Share November 2005–October 2006
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Discount carriers, such as Southwest Airlines, made great strides. Founded 
in 1971 by Herb Kelliher and Rollin King, Southwest’s formula for success 
was simple. It flew to less-expensive secondary airports. It used only one model
of aircraft, so maintenance could be standardized. It turned flights around 
at the gate as fast as possible. By 2007 Southwest flew more than 80 million
passengers a year to 62 cities.

How Federal Regulation Has Evolved

Congress enacted a new law covering air safety—the Federal Aviation Act 
of 1958—after a series of midair collisions. Jet airliners were coming into 
service around that time, too. That gave Congress another reason to pass 
a new law for aviation.

The act transferred the duties of the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) 
to a new body, the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). The FAA had broader
authority on safety matters than the CAA. The FAA also took over responsibility
from the Civil Aviation Board (CAB) for making rules covering air safety. 
The CAB continued to regulate the airlines.

Retired Air Force Lt Gen Elwood “Pete” Quesada was the first chief of the FAA. 
As FAA chief, he campaigned for better airline safety. 

In 1966 Congress set up the Department of Transportation (DOT). The FAA 
was renamed the Federal Aviation Administration and became part of the DOT.

The CAB’s role in investigating accidents went to the new National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in 1967. The CAB lost its primary duty
when Congress deregulated the airlines in 1978. It was abolished in 1984.

The FAA, on the other hand, kept getting new duties. After a rash of airplane
hijackings broke out in the 1960s, Congress gave the FAA a bigger role 
in security. 

Another new area for the FAA was aircraft-noise reduction. In 1968 Congress
gave the head of the FAA power to set standards to limit aircraft noise. 

A 1970 law put the FAA in charge of a new airport development program. 
That law also gave the FAA responsibility for certifying airport safety.
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Air safety is essential to keeping the
public’s trust in the air travel system. 
The National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) investigates all air and
other transportation accidents. It then
makes recommendations to the FAA 
and the airlines on changes to make 
the system safer.

Take, for example, the crash of an 
Air Florida jet on a snowy day in
Washington, D.C., in 1982. Safety 
experts and the industry learned 
lessons from that accident that have
made flight safer for everyone. 

Seconds after taking off from
Washington National Airport on 
13 January 1982, Air Florida Flight 90
slammed into the 14th Street Bridge
over the Potomac River. The crash 
killed 78 passengers, crew members, 
and motorists. 

Federal investigators from the NTSB
found a big problem afterward: 
a copilot who couldn’t persuade 
the pilot it wasn’t safe to take off. 
They also found errors in the way 
the plane was de-iced.

The aircraft was covered with ice.
Investigators believe that ice kept the
plane’s instruments from giving a true
reading. The copilot noticed something
wrong. He mentioned it to the pilot. 
But when the pilot ignored him, 
he didn’t speak up again.

The silence was fatal.

Learning From Disaster: The Crash of Air Florida Flight 90

One lesson: leaders need to make clear
that it’s OK to ask questions or point out
problems. And followers need to know
they have the right to speak up. 

“This accident was pivotal because 
it helped draw attention to the fact 
that pilots need to communicate better,”
Robert L. Sumwalt III, vice chairman 
of the National Transportation Safety
Board and a former airline pilot, 
told The Washington Post in 2007. 
“I don’t know of any other accident 
that has had this amount of impact 
on aviation but also in other industries,”
he added.

Maritime and rail industries learned 
a lot from the Air Florida crash. So have
hospital executives concerned about
medical errors. 

At the Nebraska Medical Center 
in Omaha, for instance, surgical teams
now use checklists similar to the 
ones pilots use. Medical center staff
adapted these lists to cover the steps
necessary for a safe surgical procedure.
An operating team, like the team
controlling a plane, has many members.
Each team member has a vital role 
in safety. 

The last item on the Nebraska team’s
checklist reflects a lesson straight from
Flight 90: “If anybody sees any red flags,
something they are uncomfortable with,
bring it to [the surgeon’s] attention.” 
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Pros and Cons of Commercial Flight Travel for Passengers

During less than a century, aviation went from a circus act led by the barnstormers 
to a mode of transport that held the United States together. Travel by air and 
by private auto largely replaced travel by rail and sea. Still, some travelers weigh 
the pros and cons before they fly.

Pros
Jetliners offer passengers one big advantage: speed. And because flying is faster, 
a transcontinental flight is usually more comfortable than a cross-country bus or train
ride. A flight across the ocean is far more comfortable than a week-long voyage by ship.

Many parts of the world are accessible only by air. Jetliners can soar over miles 
of terrain that have no roads. They can fly over oceans to reach places once 
accessible only by ship.

Cons
Air travel has disadvantages, too. Some people still can’t afford it. Airport security 
has added to travel times. That sometimes defeats the speed advantage of air travel.
Weather delays can play havoc with the system. Especially in the northeastern 
United States, a train may get travelers to their destinations more quickly than a plane.

Flying has become much safer. But some people are still nervous about being confined
in an aircraft. Some find the sensations of flying uncomfortable. Also, in an age 
of terrorism, planes have become a major target. Some people stay away from planes
because they worry about hijackings. Some are put off by the security checks
passengers must go through at airports to prevent terrorism.

Finally, travelers who want to see places, rather than just fly over them, prefer trains,
buses, or cars.

The Switch to Air Travel
As air travel became cheaper, safer, and more accessible, bus and train service dwindled,
except in densely populated areas.

In 1940 airlines of the United States carried around about 3 million passengers. 
In 1950 they carried 17 million.

In 1958, the year the first commercial jets were introduced, the number of passengers
reached 30 million. In that year, for the first time, more transatlantic passengers 
arrived at their destinations by air than by sea.

By 1966 the scale had tipped in the direction of air travel. An estimated 5,322,000
passengers crossed the North Atlantic that year. Of these, 89 percent traveled by air.

Today, the US economy—indeed, the economy of much of the world—depends 
greatly on the safety and efficiency of domestic and international air travel. 
The Wright brothers’ short flight in 1903 has changed civilian life as much, 
if not more, than it did military history. 
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The Heroes of United 93

Modern aviation is a world of routines, procedures, and checklists. 

But sometimes people have to act fast. They have to improvise. They have 
to find within themselves the ability to cope with situations they could never 
have imagined. The heroic actions of the passengers of United Flight 93 
on 11 September 2001 are an example. 

On that day terrorists hijacked four aircraft at almost the same time. They 
planned to turn the planes into guided missiles.

The terrorists used two jetliners to bring down the twin towers of the World 
Trade Center in New York. They slammed a third plane into the Pentagon, 
outside Washington, D.C. Nearly 3,000 people died in these attacks.

No one knows for sure what the hijackers intended to do with the fourth plane. 
That plane, United 93, was en route from Newark, New Jersey, to San Francisco. 
It had 37 passengers aboard, including four hijackers.

The hijackers took over the plane at 9:28 a.m. At 9:32 a.m. one of the hijackers
announced there was a bomb on the plane. This was a lie. The terrorists made 
the announcement to explain why the aircraft had changed its course abruptly 
in the air over northeastern Ohio.

Passengers and crew made phone calls from the plane. They learned about 
the attacks on the World Trade Center. They decided to rush the terrorists 
and try to retake the plane. 

At 9:57 a.m., 29 minutes after the hijackers took over, the passengers made 
their move. As they tried to break through to the cockpit, the hijacker pilot rolled 
the plane from side to side. He pushed its nose up and down, trying to throw 
the counterattacking passengers and crew off balance. 

The passengers continued their brave effort. They were seconds away from
breaking through when the pilot pushed the nose of the plane earthward.

At 10:03 a.m., United 93 plowed into a field in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.

It was all over in less than seven minutes.

The hijacker pilot’s objective “was to crash his airliner into symbols of the 
American Republic,” the 9/11 Commission report stated. “He was defeated 
by the unarmed, alerted passengers of United 93.” 

“We are sure that the nation owes a debt to the passengers of United 93.” 
the report also said. “Their actions saved the lives of countless others, and 
may have saved either the US Capitol or the White House from destruction.”
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CHECKPOINTS

Lesson 2 Review 
Using complete sentences, answer the following questions 
on a sheet of paper.

1. Why do jet engines use alloys?

2. What caused the Comet crashes of 1954?

3. What are the advantages of turbine engines over 
reciprocating engines?

4. What was the particular disadvantage of the Boeing 727?

5. How did American manufacturers respond to the threat 
posed by the Airbus consortium?

6. How did airports have to change to handle jet aircraft?

7. What happened after Congress deregulated the airlines?

8. What prompted the US Congress to pass the Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958?

9. What duties has the FAA acquired since the 1960s?

10. What lessons did airlines learn from the Air Florida crash?

Applying Your Learning

11. If you’d been a member of Congress in 1978, would you 
have voted to deregulate the airlines? Why or why not?
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